
Abstract. This brief paper supplements the review by A F Bara-
banov et al. (Physics±Uspekhi 58 446 (2015)) concerning the
Hall and Righi±Leduc effects. Both effects are diagonal in the
sense that the initial current perpendicular to the magnetic field
and the transverse response (perpendicular to both the magnetic
field and the initial current) are of the same nature (the electric
current in the Hall effect and the heat current in the Righi±
Leduc effect). We here take a similar perspective in discussing
the nondiagonal Ettingshausen and Nernst effects, in which the
transverse current is different in nature from the initial long-
itudinal one. A summary of transverse effects in amagnetic field
is also given.

Keywords: Hall effect, anomalous Hall effect, spin Hall effect,
magnon Hall effect, Righi±Leduc effect, Ettingshausen effect,
Nernst effect

1. Introduction

There was a recent discussion [1] on transport phenomena
that are odd with respect to a magnetic field: the Hall effect

(electric conductivity) and its thermomagnetic analog, the
Righi±Leduc effect (thermal conductivity). It was demon-
strated in [1] that either effect can be of both a dynamic
character (magnetically curved trajectories, the left-hand side
of the kinetic equation) and a dissipative character (the effect
of the magnetic field on the collision term, the right-hand side
of the kinetic equation). A number of mechanisms that
implement either of these channels were also presented in [1].

Both these effects are diagonal in the sense that the
transverse current that arises in a magnetic field is of the
same nature as the original longitudinal current. For the Hall
effect [2], this is the transverse component of the electric field

J � B� E :

For the Righi±Leduc effect [3, 4], this is the transverse
component of the heat flow

q � B� HHT ;

where B is the magnetic induction vector.
It makes sense to extend this list of phenomena by

including the transverse effects in which the transverse
current that arises in a magnetic field is of a different nature
than the original longitudinal current. One of these is the
Ettingshausen effect (see Ref. [5] and its reprints [6±11]), in
which a transverse heat flow

q � B� E

arises in a current-carrying sample placed in a magnetic field.
The second is the Nernst effect, also known as the Nernst±
Ettingshausen effect [12] (see also reprints [13±18]), i.e., the
appearance of a transverse current

J � B� HHT

in a sample with a longitudinal heat flow placed in a magnetic
field. (As mentioned in Ref. [1], the copious bibliography is
due to the common nineteenth century practice of publish-
ing a paper in several journals in different countries,
resulting in the fact that any reference could be cited in
later bibliographies.)
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Although the calculations below are in many respects
similar to those in Ref. [1], we repeat them here for the
reader's convenience. We assume for simplicity that the body
is isotropic andBkz. As before, we consider the case of aweak
magnetic field and ignore the quantum Hall effect. Because
our concern is with the transverse effects, only results linear in
the magnetic field are of interest to us.

2. Nondiagonal effects

Similarly to the discussion in Ref. [1], there are two
mechanisms for effects that are odd in a magnetic field. The
first is the bending of the current- or energy-carrier paths in a
magnetic field, and the second is the scattering of carriers by
magnetic impurities (or magnetization fluctuations).

In metals, kinetic phenomena are dominated by conduc-
tion electrons. The Boltzmann equation has the form

q f
qt
� �VHH� f� F

q f
qp
� St f � 0 ; �1�

where f is the distribution function, V is the velocity, p is the
momentum, F is the external force, and St is the collision
operator. For the reason that is clarified below, the sign of the
collision term is redefined in [1] compared with the standard
definition.

We consider the steady-state case, qf=qt � 0. Equation (1)
for the magnetic field B perpendicular to the sample surface,
the longitudinal electric field E, and the temperature gradient
HT (Fig. 1) takes the form

�VHH� f�
�
eE� e

c
�V� B�

�
q f
qp
� St f � 0 : �2�

By introducing a nonequilibrium correction to the Fermi
distribution function, f �1� � fÿ f �0�, and keeping linear
terms in the generalized forces (the electric field and the
temperature gradient), we obtain

�VHH� f � �VHH� f �0� � �eÿ m��VHH� lnT
���� q f �0�qe

���� ; �3�

where eÿ m is the energy measured from the chemical
potential level; as usual, we disregard the term � Hm,

eE
q f
qp
� eE

q f �0�

qp
� ÿeEV

���� q f �0�qe

���� ; �4�

and in the last two terms in Eqn (2), the only nonzero
contribution comes from the nonequilibrium term f �1�.

Finally, the Boltzmann equation becomes

V
ÿÿeE� �eÿ m��HH lnT ������ q f �0�qe

����
� e

c
�V� B� q f

�1�

qp
� St f �1� � 0 : �5�

We first consider the Ettingshausen effect. We find the
heat flow

qi �
X
ps

�eÿ m�Vi f
�1� �6�

produced by the electric field E 6� 0 when HHT � 0. The
Boltzmann equation is then written as

ÿe�VE�
���� q f �0�qe

����� e

c
�V� B� q f

�1�

qp
� St f �1� � 0 : �7�

We now simplify Eqn (7) by introducing the notation

f �1� � eEi

���� q f �0�qe

����wi; L̂� e

c
�V� B�l

q
qpl

;

St f �1� � Ô f �1� � eEi

���� q f �0�qe

����Ôwi ; hji �
X
ps

���� q f �0�qe

����j ;
which gives

ÿeEi

���� q f �0�qe

����Vi � eEi

���� q f �0�qe

����L̂wi � eEi

���� q f �0�qe

����Ôwi � 0 ; �8�

which, after canceling eEi jq f �0�=qej, transforms into the
equation for the standard (diagonal) Hall effect (Eqn (8) in
Ref. [1]):

Vi � �L̂� Ô�wi : �9�

We next calculate the heat flow:

qi �
X
ps

�eÿ m�Vi f
�1� � 
�eÿ m�Viwk

�
eEk

� 
wk�eÿ m��L̂� Ô�wi
�
eEk : �10�

Here, wi � w�0�i � w�1�i , up to the canceled factors, is the
nonequilibrium part of the distribution function, where
w�0�i and w�1�i are the zeroth and first-order contributions in
the magnetic field. It can then be shown that the transverse
part of the heat flow that is linear in the magnetic field has

B
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J

a
B

HT

q

b B

E

q

c B

HT
J

d

Figure 1. (Color online.) Geometry of the standard transverse effects (an external magnetic field). Diagonal: (a) Hall effect, (b) Righi±Leduc effect.

Nondiagonal: (c) Ettingshausen effect, (d) Nernst (or Nernst±Ettinshausen) effect. The red, green, and yellow arrows in Figs a±c indicate the magnetic

field, original flow, and transverse (Hall) flow. B is the magnetic field (theWeiss field, Beff � gM, Beff is the effective magnetic field,M is the spontaneous

magnetization), E is the electric field, HT is the temperature gradient, J is the transverse electric current component, and q is the transverse component of

the heat flow. The transverse flow is given up to a sign to provide uniformity in the figure.
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the form

q lin
i �



w�0�k �eÿ m�L̂w�0�i

�
eEk : �11�

For the Hall effect, the energy in Eqn (11) is simply replaced
by the electron charge: in the Ettingshausen effect, the
integrand in the integral for the kinetic effect odd in the field
is qualitatively different only in the energy measured from the
Fermi level, and hence has a sharper dependence on the ratio
T=m. For example, if wemake the t-approximation w�0�i � tVi,
then


w�0�k �eÿ m�L̂w�0�i

� � t 2
�
Vk�eÿ m� e

c
�V� B�l

q
qpl

Vi

�
� eikzBT

3 : �12�
This result is obtained by assuming the dominant role of

the `dynamic' mechanism whereby the Lorentz force
�e=c��V� B� bends the trajectory of an electron. However,
in a metal with strong spin±orbit coupling, a transverse flow
arises even in the absence of an external magnetic field, and in
the linear order in the magnetization M, the Lorentz force
term in Eqn (2) is replaced by

L̂M � e

c
�V� Beff�l

q
qpl

: �13�

Thus, we here have nothing other than the anomalous
Ettingshausen effect. Here, Beff � gM is the effective Weiss
field.

A `dissipative' mechanism related to the anisotropic
scattering of an electron by a magnetization fluctuation
(alternatively, the term `asymmetric scattering' is used) also
exists. In the simplest case, this is the spin±orbit contribution
to the Hamiltonian, proportional toX

M�r� p� ; �14�

where the summation is over all particles.
As shown in Ref. [1], to evaluate the magnitude of the

`dissipative' mechanism, it suffices to drop the L̂ term in
Boltzmann equation (9) and replace it with the spin±orbit
frequency Ô �SL�,ÿ

Ô �SL�
�
ik
� eikzB : �15�

This again produces an equation like (12) (details of the
calculation leading from Eqn (12) to Eqn (15) can be found in
Ref. [1]).

We briefly comment on the Nernst effect. In this case, we
need to find the electric current density

Ji �
X
ps

eVi f
�1� �16�

produced by the temperature gradient HHT 6� 0 for E � 0.
Then the electric field term vanishes in Eqn (5), and the only
remaining term is the gradient term

V�eÿ m��HH lnT � ; �17�
and therefore the Boltzmann equation becomes

V�eÿ m��HH lnT �
���� q f �0�qe

����� e

c
�V� B� q f

�1�

qp
� St f �1� � 0 :

�18�

As in the preceding case, we introduce the notation

f �1� � �eÿ m��HH lnT �i
���� q f �0�qe

����wi; L̂� e

c
�V� B�l

q
qpl

;

St f �1� � Ô f �1� � �eÿ m��HH lnT �i
���� q f �0�qe

����Ôwi ;
hji �

X
ps

���� q f �0�qe

����j :
Equation (18) can then be written as

�eÿ m��HH lnT �i
���� q f �0�qe

����Vi � �eÿ m��HH lnT �i
���� q f �0�qe

����L̂wi
� �eÿ m��HH lnT �i

���� q f �0�qe

����Ôwi � 0 ; �19�

which, after cancelations, takes the same form as for the
standard (diagonal) Righi±Leduc effect

Vi � ÿ�L̂� Ô�wi : �20�

We note a misprintÐ the omission of the signÐ in the
corresponding equation (31) in Ref. [1].

We next calculate the current density to obtain

Ji �
X
ps

eVi f
�1� � 
�eÿ m�Viwk

�
e�HH lnT �k

� ÿ
wk�eÿ m��L̂� Ô�wi
�
e�HH lnT �k : �21�

As in Eqn (11), the electric field component linear in the
magnetic field is

J lin
i �



w�0�k �eÿ m�L̂w�0�i

�
e�HH lnT �k :

Clearly, all the discussion above about the anomalous
effect (in our case, the Nernst effect) remains valid.

A comparison of flow expressions (10) and (21) shows that
the Onsager±Casimir symmetry principle is obeyed, as it
should be.

3. List of transverse effects

Presented in Figs 1±3 is the geometry of the transverse kinetic
effectsÐ the Hall effect and its analogsÐ that are mentioned
in Ref. [1] and in this paper. Figures 1, 2, and 3 present the
respective geometries of the normal effects arising in an
external magnetic field, of anomalous effects possible in the
absence of an external magnetic field, and of spin transverse
effects, in which an external field is not necessary. The table
summarizes the basic mechanisms of the transverse effects
and presents some references.

The transverse effects are covered highly nonuniformly in
the literature. While there is a vast literature on some of them
(for example, the Hall effect)Ð so much so that the
corresponding references in the table are by no means
comprehensiveÐothers (for example, the Nernst effect) are
poorly studied. Our aim is only to provide a simple and clear
classification and to mention the pioneering works, some
typical studies, reviews, and the most recent papers in which
more detailed bibliographies can be found.
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4. Notes on the figures and the table

1. Formally, the spin Hall effect �Js ? E� can equally well be
called the spin Ettingshausen effect, because both in the Hall
effect and in the Ettingshausen effect, a transverse flow arises
in the presence of a longitudinal electric field. The literature
commonly uses the former term. At the same time, the spin
Nernst effect �Js ? HHT � might well be called the spin Righi±
Leduc effect (transverse flow in the presence of a longitudinal

temperature gradient). It is interesting that in the former case,
the `thermodynamic victory' is with the diagonal effects, while
in the latter case, it is with nondiagonal onesÐ for the
obvious reason that a spin flow is perceived as having more
similarity to an electric flow (Hall and Nernst effects) than to
a thermal energy flow (Ettingshausen and Righi±Leduc
effects).

2. The terminology is not entirely settled in the field under
review and (as is especially the case for present-day research)

Table. Transverse kinetic effects: the Hall effect and its analogs.*

N Name of effect Type of effect Dynamic mechanism Dissipative mechanism References **

I Hall effect in metals Hall
J � B� E

Electron path bending
in an external magnetic éeld

Anisotropic electron scattering
by magnetic impurities

[2 0 ë 17 0, 36 0, 55 0]

II Anomalous Hall effect
in ferromagnetic metals

Hall
J � Beff � E

Electron path bending in a Weiss
éeld �Beff�***

Anisotropic electron scattering
by magnetic atoms

[19 0 ë 21 0, 24 0, 33 0,
34 0, 36 0, 66 0 ë 68 0],

[19, 20]

III RighiëLeduc effect
in metals

RighiëLeduc
q � B� HHT

Electron path bending
in an external magnetic éeld

Anisotropic electron scattering
by magnetic impurities

[46 0 ë 55 0]

IV Anomalous RighiëLeduc effect
in ferromagnetic metals

RighiëLeduc
q � Beff � HHT

Electron path bending in a Weiss
éeld

Anisotropic electron scattering
by magnetic atoms

[21]

V BinakerëSentêeben effect
in molecular gases****

RighiëLeduc
q � B� HHT

Precession of rotating moments
in a magnetic éeld

Anisotropic collisions of non-
spherical molecules

[57 0 ë 61 0]

VI Transverse heat êow in a lattice
of rotating molecules ****

RighiëLeduc
q � B� HHT

Precession of rotating moments
in a magnetic éeld

Anisotropic phonon scattering
by nonspherical molecules

[62 0]

VII Phonon Hall effect**** RighiëLeduc
q � B� HHT

Phonon polarization change
in a magnetic éeld

Anisotropic phonon scattering
by magnetic impurities

[22 0, 23 0, 63 0 ë 65 0,
69 0 ë 71 0]

VIII Magnon Hall effect***** Hall
J ? E

Spinon deconénement Spin frustration, Berry phase, ... [76 0 ë 86 0],
[23 ë 25]

IX Magnon RighiëLeduc
effect*****

RighiëLeduc
q ? HHT

Spinon deconénement Spin frustration, Berry phase, ... [76 0, 77 0],
[21, 22]

X Ettingshausen effect Ettingshausen
q � B� E

Electron path bending
in an external magnetic éeld

Anisotropic electron scattering
by magnetic impurities

[55 0], [5 ë 11]

XI Anomalous Ettingshausen effect
in ferromagnetic metals

Ettingshausen
q � Beff � E

Electron path bending in a Weiss
éeld

Anisotropic electron scattering
by magnetic atoms

The authors found
no research on this
effect

XII Nernst (NernstëEttingshausen)
effect

Nernst
J � B� HHT

Electron path bending
in an external magnetic éeld

Anisotropic electron scattering
by magnetic atoms

[55 0], [12 ë 18]

XIII Anomalous Nernst (Nernstë
Ettingshausen) effect in ferro-
magnetic metals

Nernst
J � Beff � HHT

Electron path bending in a Weiss
éeld

Anisotropic electron scattering
by magnetic atoms

[26 ë 31]

XIV Magnon Ettingshausen
effect*****

Ettingshausen
q ? E

Spinon deconénement Spin frustration, Berry phase, ... [5 ë 11]

XV Magnon Nernst (NernstëEtting-
shausen) effect*****

Nernst
J ? HHT

Spinon deconénement Spin frustration, Berry phase, ... [12 ë 18]

XVI Spin Hall effect***** Spin Hall
Js ? E

Spin polarization in a magnetic
éeld (Zeeman effect)

Anisotropic spin scattering
by Coulomb centers

[37 0 ë 45 0],
[32, 33, 35]

XVII Spin Nernst (NernstëEttingshau-
sen) effect*****

Spin Nernst
Js ? HHT

Spin polarization in a magnetic
éeld (Zeeman effect)

Anisotropic spin scattering
by Coulomb centers

[34, 35]

* IëIXìdiagonal effects (Fig. 1a, b; Fig. 2a, b), XëXVìnondiagonal effects (Fig. 1c, d; Fig. 2c, d), XVIëXVIIì spin effects (Fig. 3a, b).
** [N 0] denotes a reference [N] from review [1]. Unprimed references are taken from the bibliography in this paper. A number in italics denotes a

reference to a review. The notation is the same as in the captions to Figs 1 and 2.
*** Beff � gM,M is the total magnetization.
**** This effect is not a separate type of transverse effect but rather a varietyìor a speciéc implementation mechanismìof the RighiëLeduc effect.
The reason for a separate line is that the effect received detailed discussion in review [1].
***** The geometric scheme of the effect presented in the table is clearly not complete because an external magnetic éeld (and hence the `third
perpendicular') is absent. For a deénition of the effect, see the relevant references.
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for any of the transverse effects there is an alternative, often-
used name that describes the effect as a variation of the Hall
effect. Thus, the Righi±Leduc effect is also referred to as the
thermal Hall effect, and the spin Nernst effect as the thermal
spin Hall effect.

3. An important point to be noted when analyzing the
literature is the following. Unlike the standard terminology
we employ here (in which anomalous is an analog of normal,
but in a Weiss field), the current literature occasionally calls
an effect anomalous if a deviation, however small, from a
simple theory is observed. This does not necessarily mean that
the effect is assigned to the chosen class, but can be due, for
example, to the insufficiency of the t-approximation.

4. For any standard transverse effect, there should be an
anomalous analogÐ the same effect but in a Weiss field
rather than in an external field. Some of these effects
(anomalous Hall effects) are much studied, others less so
(see the table), and still others barely or not at all (we are
unaware of any work on the anomalous Ettingshausen
effect).

5. It is hypothesized that for any standard transverse
effect, there should exist a magnon analog (because of the
lack of established terminology, the terms chiral, topological,
or frustration-induced are also used). Without going into a
detailed analysis of possible mechanisms (see the correspond-
ing references in the table), it suffices to mention that all of
them are based on various phase effects (the phase shift in a
frustrated spin system, the Berry phase, etc.). Loosely, these
effects can be referred to as transverse effects in a `synthetic'
magnetic field (although the theory of ultracold atoms uses
this term in a somewhat different sense). Despite its very rapid
development, the field is to a large extent of a theoretically
speculative nature, with experimental evidence available only
incidentally (see, e.g., Refs [78, 81] in review [1]).

6. The table does not present all the mechanisms of
transverse kinetic effects; furthermore, the literature on the
subject has expanded tremendously in recent years. Our goal
here was to offer a general classification capable of integrat-
ing new mechanisms.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, as inRef. [1], two points should again be noted.
First, although geometrically similar, the kinetic phenom-

ena in a magnetic field we have discussed are very different in
their formation mechanisms, both dynamic and dissipative.

Second, although this field of physics has a history of
almost 140 years, new branches continue to emerge in it,
topically interesting and rapidly `coming into fashion' (as is
exemplified by the chirality induced magnon Hall effect).
Indeed, as seen from the table, even some of the standard
effects are still studied poorly, if at all.
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a b c d

Figure 2. (Color online.) Geometry of anomalous transverse effects (that are possible without an external magnetic field). Diagonal: (a) anomalous Hall

effect, (b) anomalous Righi±Leduc effect. Nondiagonal: (c) anomalous Ettingshausen effect, (d) anomalous Nernst (Nernst±Ettingshausen) effect. The

geometry of the magnon transverse effects is identical to that of the anomalous transverse effects. The notation is the same as in Fig. 1.

E
Js Js

HT

a b

Figure 3. (Color online.) Geometry of spin transverse effects (that are

possible without an external magnetic field): (a) spin Hall effect, (b) spin

Nernst effect. Js is the spin current. The other notation is the same as in

Fig. 1.
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